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Deal With This

Percentage 
60-75%, depending on your business

Time Before You Get Paid
Highly negotiable. Try to get most $ 
within a couple days of running.

Total Amount Available
Calculate what you can handle. Calculate what you can handle. 
They like bigger deals.

Expiration Date
Typically 6 months or a year. Have it 
expire when you want a rush.

How Long the Deal Runs
1-5 days, typically. We like 1 day with 1-5 days, typically. We like 1 day with 
an option to extend.

When the Deal Runs
Weekends, weekdays, time of year, 
etc. Hard to get an exact date.

Where the Deal Shows Up on Their Site Where the Deal Shows Up on Their Site 
Or, how many people will see it. Is it 
featured? Is it in a sidebar? Is it for 
certain users only?

Email List Size
Most deal sites now have sub-lists for Most deal sites now have sub-lists for 
their deals. Make sure you know how 
many eyes you’ll be getting.

( the big stuff )To run, or not?
Margins

@ 70% you need 2.86x price markup

@ 60% you need 3.33x price markup

@ 50% you need 4x price markup

Even at 70%, we don’t suggest running 
without 4-5x markup.

If you do it, do it right
Before
-pick your company
-negotiate appropriately
-edit your copy
-give them an image

During
-sta-staff accordingly
-get email (& other info)
-encourage upgrades

After
-follow up plan
-be reasonable about the end date
-use emails for your own daily deal

With the incredible growth and 
success of Groupon, followed up 
by Living Social, companies have 
been hopping on daily deals like 
a nutritionally unsound child on a 
piece of strawberry fudge cake.

TheThere has also been a backlash, 
with stories of small businesses 
that have gone under as a result 

of running a deal.

Let’s see if we can make this 
more digestible for you...


